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The Short Version
Valued. does collect some personal information about you. This information is transmitted
and stored securely on a remote server. This information includes, and is limited to: first
and last name, iCloud user ID (this is a random, unique string that no one can use to identify you with), birthday, and a profile picture.
Your exact location is stored on the remote server. Your location is used for the sole purpose of finding people closest to you. I will never sell or otherwise give location data to
third-party companies. That’s sleazy and I’m not about that. I firmly believe your location
data should be yours, and not anyone else’s.

The Long Version
Last Updated: March 14, 2017
Michael Schloss (“me”, “I”, “MasCompuTech”) operates Valued. (the “App”). This page informs you of my policies regarding the collection, use, and disclosure of Personal Information we receive from users of the App.
I use your Personal Information solely for defining your experience with the App.
INFORMATION COLLECTION AND USE

While using the App, the App will ask you to provide the App with certain personally identifiable information, some of which will be shown people closest to you. Personally identifiable information includes, and is limited to your location, name, birthday, and profile picture
("Personal Information”).
Your location is stored securely on a remote server. This location data is exact. This location data will never be sold or otherwise given to third parties. Your location data is used
only to provide others nearest you with a way to rate you.
COMMUNICATIONS

While we collect your Personal Information for the App’s purposes, this information is never
used to contact you in anyway. It is exclusively used for storage and verification purposes
to ensure you receive the best experience possible.
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LOCATION DATA

As mentioned previously, your exact location is stored on the remote server. Understandably this data is private, and as such the data is kept secure and encrypted. No data will
ever be provided to a third party, especially exact location data. Should you choose to
terminate your account with Valued., all data, including location data, is immediately removed, with no ability to restore this information.
SECURITY

The security of your Personal Information is important to me, but remember that no method
of transmission over the Internet, or method of electronic storage is 100% secure. Personal Information collected is encrypted before and during transmission/storage, but this does
not guarantee your Personal Information is absolutely secure.
CHANGES TO THIS PRIVACY POLICY

This Privacy Policy is effective as of December 30th, 2016 and will remain in effect except
with respect to any changes in its provisions in the future, which will be in effect immediately after being posted on this page.
I reserve the right to update or change my Privacy Policy at any time and you should check
this Privacy Policy periodically. Your continued use of the Service after I post any modifications to the Privacy Policy on this page will constitute your acknowledgment of the modifications and your consent to abide and be bound by the modified Privacy Policy.
If I make any material changes to this Privacy Policy, I will notify you by placing a prominent
notice on my website (https://www.mascomputech.com/valued/index.html).
CONTACT ME

If you have any questions about this Privacy Policy, please contact me.
Michael Schloss
mschloss@mascomputech.com
703.475.6430
P.O. Box 1271 - Haymarket, VA - 20169

